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The trans-Atlantic dust transport has important implications for human and ecosystem health, the terrestrial and
oceanic biogeochemical cycle,weather systems, and climate. This study provides an observation-basedmultiyear
estimate of trans-Atlantic dust transport using a 7-year (2007–2013) record of the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) measurements of the three dimensional distribution of aerosol backscatter,
extinction and depolarization ratio in both cloud-free and above-cloud conditions. We estimate that on a basis
of the 7-year average and integration over 10°S–30°N, 182 Tg a−1 dust leaves the coast of North Africa at
15°W, of which 132 Tg a−1 and 43 Tg a−1 reaches 35°W and 75°W, respectively. These flux estimates have an
overall known uncertainty of ±(45–70)%. Because of lack of reliable observations, uncertainties associated
with the diurnal variation of dust and the missing below-cloud dust cannot be quantified. Significant seasonal
variations are observed in both themagnitude of total dustmassflux and itsmeridional and vertical distributions.
The interannual variability of annual dust mass flux is highly anti-correlated with the prior-year Sahel Precipita-
tion Index. Using only cloud-free aerosol observations to calculate dust mass flux could introduce a high bias
when compared with all-sky conditions that include both cloud-free and above-cloud aerosol observations.
The bias is about 20% at 35°W and 75°W in boreal winter and spring based on the 7-year average, as long as
dust within and below low-level clouds is negligible.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The trans-Atlantic transport of dust has gained tremendous atten-
tion over past several decades, because of various far-reaching impacts
of dust (and associated microorganisms) on human and ecosystem
health (Griffin, 2007; Prospero, 1999; Prospero, Blades, Mathison, &
Naidu, 2005; Prospero, Collard, Molinié, & Jeannot, 2014), terrestrial
and oceanic biogeochemical cycle (Jickells et al., 2005; Mahowald
et al., 2008; Prospero et al., 1996; Swap, Garstang, Greco, Talbot, &
Kållberg, 1992; Swap, Ulanski, Cobbett, & Garstang, 1996), weather sys-
tems (Dunion & Velden, 2004), and climate (Evan, Vimont, Heidinger,
Kossin, & Bennartz, 2009; Wilcox, Lau, & Kim, 2010). The dust cycle
has become an emerging core theme of Earth system science (Shao
et al., 2011). Model simulation is an essential tool to quantify the
nbelt, MD 20771, USA. Tel.: +1
transport of dust but is currently highly uncertain (e.g., Huneeus et al.,
2011; Kim et al., 2014; Prospero, Landing, & Schulz, 2010). There is a
pressing need to evaluate and constrainmodel simulationswith reliable
observations and assess a variety of environmental influences of dust
with a higher level of confidence.

Satellite observations, alone or in combination with surface and air-
craft observations, are ideal for studying the trans-continental transport
of aerosols, owing to their inherent advantages of routine sampling and
large spatial and temporal coverage. In particular, significant progress in
satellite remote sensing of aerosol properties in the last two decades of-
fers the opportunity to increase quantitative characterization and esti-
mates of aerosol transport in addition to qualitative tracking of aerosol
plumes (Yu, Remer, Kahn, Chin, & Zhang, 2013). Voluminous studies
have used satellite observations to characterize specific dust transport
events and episodes, or provide insight into seasonal and inter-annual
variation of dust transport (e.g., Adams, Prospero, & Zhang, 2012;
Ben-Ami, Koren, & Altaratz, 2009; Ben-Ami, Koren, Altaratz, & Lehahn,
2012; Ben-Ami et al., 2010; Chiapello, Moulin, & Prospero, 2005;
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Doherty, Riemer, & Hameed, 2012; Generoso, Bey, Labonne, & Bréon,
2008; Guo et al., 2013; Huang, Zhang, & Prospero, 2010; Kalashnikova
& Kahn, 2008; Kim et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2008; Moulin, Lambert,
Dulac, & Dayan, 1997; Peyridieu et al., 2010; Ridley, Heald, & Ford,
2012; Riemer, Doherty, & Hameed, 2006; Su & Toon, 2011; Swap et al.,
1996; Yu et al., 2010, 2013). These studies have progressed from quali-
tatively following an aerosol plume across the ocean basin, to quantita-
tively characterizing the evolution of particle properties and height.
Furthermore a few studies in recent years have taken advantage of the
advances in aerosol remote sensing to translate measurements of aero-
sol optical depth (AOD) to aerosol mass, with the help of observed par-
ticle properties (e.g., size and shape) and assumed plume heights, and
then estimate the mass flux of the particles that depart from one conti-
nent and arrive at another (Kaufman et al., 2005; Koren et al., 2006;
Rudich, Kaufman, Dayan, Yu, & Kleidman, 2008; Yu, Remer, et al.,
2012; Yu et al., 2008). These studies have offered important insights
into aerosol intercontinental transport and its impacts on air quality,
climate change, and biogeochemical cycles.

The satellite-based dust flux estimate is subjected to large uncer-
tainties because of uncertainties associated with derived dust optical
depth (DOD) itself (Yu et al., 2009, 2013), dust mass extinction efficien-
cy (MEE) that converts DOD to dust mass loading (Kaufman et al.,
2005), and assumptions about the dust transport height (Schepanski,
Tegen, & Macke, 2009). In particular, in the original MODIS-based
estimate of trans-Atlantic dust transport (Kaufman et al., 2005), no ad-
equate data were available at that time to characterize the dust trans-
port heights. Instead the authors had to rely on a correlative analysis
between MODIS AOD and wind speed at different layers over the east-
ern tropical Atlantic to infer the transport heights (Kaufman et al.,
2005). They found that AOD has the highest correlation with wind
speed at 700 hPa in summer and at 850 hPa in winter, which was
used as an approximation for the dust transport height. While a reason-
able seasonality of the transport height was accounted for, spatial vari-
ation of dust layer height during the cross-ocean transport was not
considered. Because of the simplified characterization of aerosol vertical
distribution, the MODIS-based estimate did not provide the profile of
dust mass flux. Similar to other satellite-based estimates of aerosol
mass fluxes, it was also assumed that MODIS observed aerosols in
cloud-free conditions represent cloudy conditions well, which has not
been assessed or justified by observations (Yu et al., 2008).

This study aims to assess these assumptions and provide an inde-
pendent estimate of vertically resolved trans-Atlantic dust transport
with a multi-year dataset of the three-dimensional distribution of dust
aerosol from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) onboard the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO). CALIOP has been providing measure-
ments of aerosol backscatter, extinction and depolarization profiles
over a global scale since June 2006 (Winker et al., 2009). The
depolarization measurements allow for a separation of mineral dust
from other types of aerosol, because mineral dust is largely coarse in
size and non-spherical and has much larger depolarization ratio than
largely spherical particles (e.g., marine, pollution, and smoke aerosols).
CALIOP is also capable of detecting aerosol layers above low-level clouds
(Winker et al., 2013; Yu & Zhang, 2013; Yu, Zhang, et al., 2012). This
new observing capability of above-cloud aerosol (ACA) profiles
provides a first-ever opportunity of examining the representativeness
of clear-sky aerosol (CSA) observations for cloudy-sky conditions and
its effect on the flux estimate (Yu et al., 2013), at least to some extent,
because CALIOP still cannot detect aerosol layers below optically thick
low-level clouds. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the approach of estimating dust mass fluxes
from CALIOP measurements. Section 3 presents the CALIOP-based
dust flux estimates and comparisons with the MODIS-based
estimates. Various sources of uncertainty associated with the dust flux
estimate are discussed in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.
2. Description of approach

This study uses CALIPSO version 3, level 2 lidar data of aerosol pro-
files and cloud layers at a nominal resolution of 5 km along the track
and covering a 7-year period from December 01, 2006 to November
30, 2013. The aerosol profile has a vertical resolution of 60 m up to
20.2 km and changes to 180 m from 20.2 to 30.1 km. The cloud layer
product is used to determine if the column is cloud free or not and at
what altitude the clouds reside. Several quality control procedures are
applied to remove low quality data in our analysis. Only nighttime
data are used because the interference of sunlight during the day de-
grades the quality of daytime data. Following Yu et al. (2010) and
Winker et al. (2013), CALIOP data are screened with quality flags em-
bedded in the level 2 aerosol product. A cloud-aerosol discrimination
(CAD) score is used to indicate the confidence in the classification of a
layer feature as either aerosol or cloud. In this study, we selected layers
with CAD scores between −20 and −100 to avoid low-confidence
aerosol-cloud discrimination (Yu et al., 2010). The extinction quality
control flag (Ext_QC) flag is provided to indicate problematic retrievals.
In this study only layers with Ext_QC values of 0, 1, 18, and 16 are
selected (Winker et al., 2013).

To assess the cross-ocean transport of dust, we focus on zonal trans-
port at three longitudinal cross sections across the tropical/sub-tropical
Atlantic Ocean, as illustrated in Fig. 1: 10°–20°W, 30°–40°W, and
70°–80°W (for brevity, they are referred to as 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W
cross section, respectively), the same as that used in Kaufman et al.
(2005). The three cross sections are selected to respectively capture
the dust outflow adjacent to North Africa, the dust inflow to South
America, and the dust inflow into the Caribbean Sea. CALIOP aerosol
data during a season (i.e., December–January–February or DJF, March–
April–May or MAM, June–July–August or JJA, September–October–
November or SON) are aggregated into 10° (longitude) × 10° (latitude)
boxes along the three longitudinal cross sections. Note that DJF repre-
sents the December from the previous year, and January and February
from the current year. Aerosol profiles are first categorized into two
groups, namely CSA and ACA, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Similar to that in
Yu et al. (2010), CSA includes columns that are completely cloud-free
or with the presence of optically thin (optical depth b 0.2) and high-
level (cloud base N 7 km) clouds. We found that the seasonal-average
aerosol extinction profile in the presence of the optically thin and
high-level clouds does not differ significantly from that in completely
cloud-free conditions. The inclusion of columns with optically thin and
high-level clouds increases the sampling. ACA includes columns with
single-layer, low-level clouds with a top lower than 4 km. Fig. 3 shows
the fraction of occurrence of ACA (fACA) detected by CALIOP in the
nighttime data base, indicting significant seasonal, interannual, and
geographical variations.

For each aerosol backscatter coefficient (at 532 nm, km−1 sr−1) pro-
file, we derive the ratio of dust to total backscatter (fd) at each altitude
by using the CALIOP observed particulate depolarization ratio (δ) and
a priori knowledge of depolarization ratios of dust (δd) and non-dust
(δnd) aerosols as follows (Hayasaka et al., 2007):

fd ¼ δ−δndð Þ 1þ δdð Þ
1þ δð Þ δd−δndð Þ : ð1Þ

The value of fd is set at 1 if fd N 1 and at 0 if fd b 0. The dust backscatter
coefficient (m−1 sr−1) profiles are thus derived from the profiles of
total backscatter and calculated fd. By assuming a dust extinction-to-
backscatter ratio (lidar ratio) of 40 sr at 532 nm, based on observations
in the region (Omar et al., 2010), we obtain dust extinction coefficient
(m−1) profiles. Here we do not derive dust extinction from the total
extinction, because converting backscatter fd to that for extinction re-
quires an assumption of lidar ratios for both dust and non-dust aerosols.
In the tropical Atlantic Ocean, the non-dust aerosol is a mixture of ma-
rine aerosol and biomass burning smoke, two types of particles with



Fig. 1. Illustration of three cross sections centered at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W that are used to calculate dust mass flux in zonal direction. The background map shows HYSPLIT (Draxler &
Rolph, 2014) 27-member ensemble 10-day back trajectories originating from Barbados (13.17°N, 59.43°W) and Cayenne (04.95°N, 52.31°W) at 0600 UTC April 2, 2010. On April 2, 2010,
Barbados recorded dust surface concentration of 155 μg m−3, while Cayenne recorded PM10 concentration of 179 μg m−3 (Prospero et al., 2014). Such extremely high concentrations of
particles in both locations were traced back to similar source regions in North Africa.
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distinctly different lidar ratios (Omar et al., 2009) resulting in varying
fractional contributions that depend on season and location (Ben-Ami
et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2009). Because of these complexities, assuming a
single non-dust lidar ratio could introduce additional uncertainty and
is thus avoided in this study.

Thus in this study we avoid assumptions of non-dust lidar ratio, but
rely on assumptions of lidar ratio for dust, and values for depolarization
ratio of dust and non-dust (δd and δnd). We use a priori available obser-
vations of depolarization ratio of known dust and known non-dust to
set the thresholds of δd and δnd. Although marine aerosol and urban
haze are highly hygroscopic and generally have very low depolarization
ratio, some types of non-dust aerosols may have non-negligible depo-
larization ratio. For example, biomass-burning smoke (Burton et al.,
2012; Fiebig et al., 2002), sea-salt crystals and ammonium sulfate crys-
tals (Sakai, Nagai, Zaizen, &Mano, 2010) can have a depolarization ratio
of about 0.07. Given these observations, we use 0.02 and 0.07 as lower
and upper bounds for δnd in this study. Mineral dust has a much higher
7 km

High cloud

4 km

COD < 0.2

Aerosols

Aerosols

CSA ACA

Fig. 2. Illustration of categorizing CALIOP observations of aerosol profiles into clear-sky
aerosol (CSA) and above-cloud aerosol (ACA).
depolarization ratio than non-dust aerosols. Observations off the coast
of North Africa show that Saharan dust has a depolarization ratio of
about 0.3 (Ansmann, Seifert, Tesche, & Wandinger, 2012; Esselborn
et al., 2009; Freudenthaler et al., 2009). A laboratory study (Sakai
et al., 2010) shows that the depolarization ratio of dust can decrease sig-
nificantly with decreasing particle size, suggesting that the dust in the
western tropical Atlantic, where particle size is smaller after transport,
may have a smaller value of depolarization ratio than that in the eastern
tropical Atlantic closer to sources. On the other hand, spherical particles
have larger sedimentation velocity than do non-spherical particles
(Cheng, Yeh, & Allen, 1988), resulting in an increase of depolarization
ratio during the westward transport of Saharan dust (Reid et al., 2003;
Yang, Marshak, Kostinski, & Várnai, 2013). To encompass these varia-
tions, in this study we assume 0.3 and 0.2 to represent the upper and
lower bounds of δd, respectively. Fig. 4 shows seasonal average DODs
over 21 10° × 10° segments for 2007, which are derived with four sets
of (δd, δnd) combining their upper and low bounds. Clearly using the
criteria of δd = 0.30 and δnd = 0.07 yields the lowest dust fraction and
DOD, while using δd = 0.20 and δnd = 0.02 the highest dust fraction
and DOD. For convenience, we label these scenarios as “lower-bound
dust fraction” (LDF) and “upper-bounddust fraction” (UDF), respective-
ly. For the two other scenarios using the criteria of δd =0.30 and δnd =
0.02 or δd = 0.20 and δnd = 0.07, the dust fraction and DOD fall in be-
tween the LDF and UDF values and hence will not be discussed further.

After achieving dust fraction, extinction and DOD, we then derive
profiles of dust mass concentration (m, unit: g m−3) from the dust ex-
tinction profiles by using the dust MEE of 0.37 m2 g−1 at 532 nm, the
same as that used in Kaufman et al. (2005). Here dust is assumed to
be hydrophobic and does not change its size distribution during the
course of transport from the coast near North Africa to the Caribbean
Sea. While these assumptions for MEE facilitate a comparison of
CALIOP dustmass fluxeswith theMODIS estimates, wewill discuss sen-
sitivity of the dustmass flux toMEE in Section 4. The dustmass flux rate
(g s−1) in the zonal (east–west) direction is calculated separately for
CSA (FRCSA) and ACA (FRACA) as follows:

FRCSA ¼ −
Z 10km

0
m zð ÞUCLR zð ÞLdz ð2Þ

FRACA ¼ −
Z 10km

Zt

m zð ÞUCLD zð ÞLdz ð3Þ

wherem(z) is themass concentration at altitude z, Zt is seasonally aver-
aged low-level cloud-top, L is the length (m) of a 10° latitude segment



Fig. 3. CALIOP detected ACA occurrence fraction (fACA) in different seasons (distinguished by color) and regions. The wide bar represents the 7-year average, with error bar indicating the
standard deviation over the 7-year period.

(a) 2007 DJF

(b) 2007 MAM

(c) 2007 JJA

(d) 2007 SON

Fig. 4. Seasonal averageDOD for CSA in individual 10° × 10° segments (with central latitude and longitude labeled) in (a) DJF, (b)MAM, (c) JJA, and (d) SON of 2007. DOD is derivedwith 4
sets of [δd, δnd] thresholds (see legend). The blue and red corresponds to the LDF and UDF scenarios, respectively, as discussed in the text.
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along a longitude line, and UCLR and UCLD are the zonal wind speed
(m s−1) in “clear” and “cloudy” conditions respectively, which are
taken from MERRA assimilated meteorological fields (Rienecker et al.,
2011) by broadly categorizing “clear” and “cloudy” using a cloud frac-
tion threshold of 0.3. The negative sign is applied in Eqs. (2) and (3)
so that the westward transport has a positive flux and the eastward
transport has a negative flux, opposite to the general definition of the
wind directions. The dust mass flux rate in the all-sky condition
(FRALL) is computed as an average of FRCSA and FRACA weighted by the
fraction of CSA (fCSA) and ACA (fACA = 1 − fCSA), respectively:

FRALL ¼ FRCSA fCSA þ FRACA 1−fCSAð Þ: ð4Þ

Seasonal dust mass fluxes (FCSA, FACA, and FALL, unit: g) are then
calculated by multiplying corresponding seasonal average flux rate
with the duration of time (s). Here it is assumed that aerosols below
the clouds,which cannot be detected byCALIOP,make negligible contri-
bution to the flux.

3. Results

3.1. CALIOP AOD and dust fraction

Based on the methods and assumptions described in Section 2, we
calculate the seasonal mean vertical profiles of total and dust extinction
Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of 10°N–20°N averaged total (top panels) and dust (bottom panels, sol
(km−1) for CSA (blue) and ACA (red) at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W inMAM2012. AOD and dust op
area marks the seasonal averaged top of low-level clouds.
coefficient (km−1) averaged over 10°–20°N at the cross section of
15°W, 35°W, and 75°W in MAM 2012 (see Fig. 5). Similar profiles in
JJA 2012 are shown in Fig. 6. In these figures, both CSA (blue) and ACA
(red) profiles are shown and dust is separated from non-dust aerosol
in the LDF (dotted line) and UDF (solid line) scenarios. In both seasons,
total extinction profiles (top panels) for CSA show a spike at an altitude
of 200–300 m, presumably an indicator of contribution by marine
aerosols. These spikes are substantially reduced in the dust extinction
profiles (bottom panels). In general, dust plumes are higher in JJA
than MAM, which is generally consistent with seasonal variations
from previous studies (e.g., Ben-Ami et al., 2012; Chiapello et al.,
1997; Huang et al., 2010; Kalu, 1979; Yu et al., 2010). It also shows
thatwhile the dust plumes remain at a relatively constant height or sub-
side slightly east of 35°W, they descend significantly west of 35°W,
which underlines the importance of accounting for the descending
plumes when calculating the dust transport fluxes. In both seasons,
the top of the dust plume for ACA is higher than that for CSA, in partic-
ular at 15°Wand35°W.When integratingdust extinction in the vertical,
DOD for ACA is much smaller than that for CSA at 35°W and 75°W. At
15°W, DOD for ACA is higher than or close to that for CSA in MAM and
JJA, respectively, although CALIOP does not detect aerosols within and
below clouds. Comparisons between UDF (solid line) and LDF (dotted
line) dust extinction profiles show that dust and non-dust separation
at 35°W and 75°W is more sensitive to the depolarization criteria in
the atmospheric boundary layer than in the free troposphere.
id line and dashed line for the UDF and LDF scenarios, respectively) extinction coefficient
tical depth (DOD) inUDF (LDF) scenario are noted in the plots. The upper bound of shaded



Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 except for JJA 2012.
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An integration of the aerosol extinction coefficient in the vertical
yields AOD. Fig. 7 shows the 2007–2013 average of total AOD for CSA
and ACA in different latitude/longitude segments and seasons, with
error bars indicating the standard deviation of AOD over the 7-year peri-
od. At all three longitudinal cross sections, the occurrence of peakAOD for
both CSA andACA shifts from0° to 10°N inDJF andMAMto10°N–20°N in
JJA. In SON, while peak AOD occurs at 10°N–20°N latitudinal band at both
15°Wand 35°W longitudinal cross sections, peak AODoccurs at 10°S–0°S
at 75°W presumably because of the influence of biomass burning smoke
transported from South America. In amajority of cases, AOD is greater for
CSA than ACA, with the difference most pronounced at 35°W and 75°W.
However the opposite could happen at 15°W.

While Fig. 7 shows the total AOD, Fig. 8 shows the separation of dust
from non-dust AOD for CSA in the LDF scenario based on the 7-year av-
erage.We see clearly a northward shift of themajor dust transport route
when transitioning from DJF and MAM to JJA and SON. The fraction of
dust AOD is higher in JJA and SON than in DJF and MAM. The dust frac-
tion also decreases with increasing distance from the African continent.
The dust fraction depends on the scenario used to separate dust from
non-dust. As shown in Fig. 9, the DOD/AOD ratio for CSA is always
higher in the UDF scenario than the LDF scenario. This generally holds
true for ACA, except in a few occasions where the DOD/AOD ratio is
more or less the same for the UDF and LDF scenarios.

How well do CALIOP AOD retrievals represent the seasonal and in-
terannual trends over the Atlantic basin? To evaluate the CALIOP
retrievals in our area of interest, we compare with ground-based AOD
observations. Fig. 10 compares CALIOP seasonal and regional averaged
AOD for CSA with AERONET measurements near the coast of North
Africa (Cape Verde, 16°N and 22°W) and in the Caribbean Sea (La
Parguera, 17°N and 67°W). Some seasonal mean AODs from AERONET
sites are missing, including 2011 SON at Cape Verde, 2010 JJA and SON
aswell as 2012 SON at La Parguera. Note that we are not doing simulta-
neous and collocated comparisons between CALIOP and AERONET like
that in the literature (e.g., Omar et al., 2013; Schuster et al., 2012).
Those rigorous comparisons found that CALIOP tends to underestimate
AODby about 30% in dusty regions. Herewe focusmainly on the consis-
tency in seasonal and interannual variations of AOD and its west–east
gradient between CALIOP and AERONET. We found that in both sites,
CALIOP and AERONET AOD have a linear correlation coefficient of 0.86,
suggesting that CALIOP generally well-captured the seasonal variations
of AOD observed by AERONET. Both sites exhibit profound seasonal var-
iations of AOD by a magnitude of a factor of 2 to 5, with the highest
values in JJA. However, AERONET usually reports the lowest AOD in
DJF over both sites, whereas CALIOP persistently shows a minimum in
SON at La Parguera. Overall, the seasonal AOD averaged over seven
years from CALIOP agrees with AERONET within 27% at both sites, ex-
cept in SON over La Parguera when AOD from CALIOP is 35% lower
than that from AERONET. The largest difference between CALIOP and
AERONET AOD is seen in 2011, when CALIOP at Cape Verde is 0.08–
0.12 higher than AERONET in MAM and JJA but ~0.07 lower at La



(a) DJF

(b) MAM

(c) JJA

(d) SON

Fig. 7. Seven-year average AOD in individual 10° × 10° segments (with central latitude and longitude labeled) for CSA (blue) and ACA (red) in different seasons: (a) DJF, (b) MAM, (c) JJA,
and (d) SON. The error bar indicates standard deviation of AOD over the 7-year period.
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Parguera in JJA and SON. Factors that contribute to this discrepancymay
include heterogeneity in aerosol spatial distribution, and uncertainties
in retrieval processes and instrument calibrations. Also shown in
Fig. 10 is CALIOP-derived dust optical depth (DOD) with LDF and UDF
scenarios. Although they generally follow the seasonal variation of the
CALIOP AOD, at La Parguera the minimum DOD is shifted to DJF in
most years (later than the AOD minimum season of SON) and at Cape
Verde the peak DOD in 2010 appears in MAM (earlier than the AOD
peak in JJA).
The AERONET data base also constrains the magnitude of the de-
crease in the AOD as dust transports across the Atlantic. We calculated
the west to east AOD gradient as a ratio of La Parguera to Cape Verde
for AERONET and 75°W to 15°W for CALIOP. The AERONET west-to-
east gradient is 0.36, 0.46, 0.53, and 0.34 in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON, re-
spectively. The corresponding CALIOP-based gradient is 0.56, 0.42, 0.39,
and 0.31, respectively. Even though CALIOP and AERONET agree on the
values in MAM and SON, they have different seasonal variations of the
AOD ratios: AERONET shows the weakest west-to-east gradient in JJA



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Seven-year average AOD in each segment for CSA in the LDF scenario in different seasons: (a) DJF, (b)MAM, (c) JJA, and (d) SON. AOD is partitioned into dust (orange) and non-dust
(blue) aerosol. Gray error bar indicates standard deviation of total AOD over the 7-year period.
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(indicated by the largest AOD ratio of 0.53) but CALIOP indicates that in
DJF (with the largest AOD ratio of 0.56).

3.2. Trans-Atlantic dust mass flux from CALIOP

Given that the statistics of the CALIOP AOD, which is integrated ex-
tinction, resembles the seasonal, interannual and gradients of the
AERONET ground-truth, we translate the optical measurements and re-
trievals to estimates of mass and mass flux. With the dust extinction
profiles derived in 3.1, we calculate the dust mass flux by converting
dust extinction coefficient to dustmass concentrationwith the assumed
MEE of 0.37m2 g−1. Then the dust mass flux is calculated usingMERRA
zonal wind profiles (Eqs. 2–4). Fig. 11 shows seasonal, interannual, and
meridional variations of CALIOP dustmassfluxes during the cross-ocean
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Fig. 9.Correlation of dust fraction (DOD/AOD ratio) betweenUDF scenario and LDF scenar-
io for (a) CSA and (b) ACA. Each data point represents a 7-year average in a season and
over a 10° × 10° box. A total of 21 boxes are considered, with 7 boxes (between 20°S–
50°N) each of three longitudinal cross sections centered at 15°W, 35°W, and75°W, respec-
tively. Thus each plot has a total of 84 data points. A linear regression line and equation are
inserted.
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transport in the LDF scenario. Table 1 lists corresponding annual dust
flux and percentage contribution from different seasons, with both
7-year average and range (in parentheses) shown. Clearly the dust
mass flux integrated over the 10°S–30°N latitude strip has a maximum
in JJA and a minimum in SON. On a basis of a 7-year average, the per-
centage contribution for JJA is 46, 38, and 61% at the cross section of
15°W, 35°W, and 75°W, respectively. The percentage contribution
from SON is 10–12%. The relative contribution for DJF and MAM differs
by the cross section. On a basis of the 7-year average, DJF and MAM
make similar contributions at 15°W, whereas the MAM contribution is
higher than the DJF contribution at 35°W and 75°W. The dust mass
flux shows significant interannual variations in terms of both the
magnitude of annual flux and seasonal contributions. The year-to-year
variation is up to 86%. The annual dust fluxes are smallest in 2011, be-
cause of the smallest dust AODas discussed earlier (see Fig. 10). Howev-
er the largest dust flux occurred in 2007 at 15°W and 35°W, but in
2012 at 75°W. Also notable from Fig. 11 is that in 2010 dust mass flux
in MAM is much higher than that in DJF, which differs from other years.

On an annual basis, Fig. 11(d)–(f) (right panels) show that major
trans-Atlantic transport occurs in the 0°–20°N latitude strip, with the
largest flux in the 10°N–20°N strip. Dust flux also shows a meridional
drift over a year,which ismainly determined by the advance and retreat
of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). At 15°W and 35°W, the
dust transport occurs predominantly in 10°N–20°N in JJA, but shifts
southward to 0°–10°N in MAM and DJF when the ITCZ moves to the
South. At 75°W, the dust flux is more or less evenly distributed in the
0°–10°N and 10°N–20°N strips in DJF and MAM, but it moves dramati-
cally northward into the 10°N–20°N strip, bleeding over into the
20°–30°N strip in JJA.

In the UDF scenario, a larger fraction of aerosol extinction is
partitioned into dust than that in the LDF scenario.While themagnitude
of dust extinction is higher in the UDF scenario, no significant difference
is observed for the shape of the dust vertical profile in the UDF and LDF
scenarios (c.f., Figs. 5 and 6). Thus the estimated dust mass fluxes are
larger for the UDF scenario (FUDF) than for the LDF scenario (FLDF), as
shown in Table 2.We calculate an average flux of LDF andUDF scenarios
(Fave) and use it as the best estimate of dust mass flux. On the basis of a
7-year average, the best estimate of annual dust mass flux is 182.2,
131.8, and 43.1 Tg a−1 at the cross section of 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W, re-
spectively. We also calculate a ratio of (FUDF − FLDF) / (FUDF + FLDF) to
represent relative uncertainty (RU) associated with the dust and non-
dust separation scheme. As shown in Table 2, the 7-year average RU in-
creases from 14.6% at 15°W to 24.2% at 35°W and to 33.8% at 75°W. RU
has no significant interannual variation. This clearly shows that the
method to distinguish dust from non-dust aerosol in this study is
more sensitive to the thresholds of depolarization ratio in remote re-
gions than near-source regions. Because of deposition, settling, and
scavenging of dust along the cross-ocean transport route, the fraction
of dust in dust-marine aerosol mixtures and hence the observed aerosol
depolarization ratio decreases. When lowering the threshold values of
characteristic depolarization ratio in the UDF scenario, there is a larger
possibility that more extinction profiles are categorized into dust in
the western Atlantic than in the eastern Atlantic.

Because CALIOP reports dust vertical profiles, we can calculate the
vertical distribution of dust mass flux, which could not be done by
using MODIS measurements (Kaufman et al., 2005). Fig. 12 shows the
vertical profile of the 7-year mean dust mass fluxwith seasonal distinc-
tion for an average of the LDF andUDF scenarios. In thefigure, dustmass
fluxes in four seasons (marked with different colors) are accumulated
so that the rightmost profiles show the vertical distribution of annual
dust mass fluxes. The figure shows that the relative contributions of
dust mass flux from different seasons change with altitude. At 15°W
and 35°W, the annual dust mass flux is dominated by contributions
from DJF and MAM at altitudes lower than 2–3 km; and the lower the
altitude, the higher the DJF contribution. At higher altitudes, the annual
dust mass flux is predominated by the dust transport in JJA. The dust
mass flux above 4 km comes exclusively from JJA. At 75°W, the dust
mass flux is consistently higher in JJA than in other seasons at all alti-
tudes. There is a flux spike around 4 km at 75°W, which comes largely
from several high-altitude transport events detected by CALIOP. For ex-
ample, the flux rate of greater than 1 Tg km−1 occurred in SON of 2007,
DJF of 2008,MAMof 2010, JJA of 2011, DJF of 2012, andDJF, JJA, and SON
of 2013.

The interannual variation of African dust and trans-Atlantic trans-
port has been related in previous studies (Chiapello & Moulin, 2002;
Chiapello et al., 2005; Chin et al., 2014; Ginoux, Prospero, Torres, &
Chin, 2004;Moulin et al., 1997; Prospero& Lamb, 2003) to some climate
indices, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (Hurrell,
1995) and the Sahel Precipitation Index (SPI) (Janowiak, 1988). Here
we examine correlations between the CALIOP dust mass flux and
these climate indices. Fig. 13 shows interannual variations of winter-
time (DJF) CALIOP dustmass flux (in the LDF scenario) and the principal



(a) Cape Verde

(b) La Parguera

Fig. 10. Comparisons of seasonal and interannual variations of AOD between AERONET (blue) and CALIOP (red) at (a) Cape Verde (16°N, 22°W) and (b) La Parguera (17°N, 67°W). DOD
estimated fromCALIOP is also shown,with cyan for LDF and green for UDF scenario. CALIOP values are averages over the 10° × 10° box centered at (15°N, 15°W) for CapeVerde and (15°N,
75°W) for La Parguera, respectively. Note that some seasonal mean AODs from AERONET are missing, including 2011 SON at Cape Verde, 2010 JJA and SON as well as 2012 SON at La
Parguera. In both sites, CALIOP and AERONET AOD have a linear correlation coefficient of about 0.87. Based on a 7-year average, the AOD bias (CALIOP/AERONET) at Cape Verde is 0.77,
1.12, 1.19, and 0.87 in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON, respectively. Corresponding AOD biases at La Parguera are 1.27, 0.97, 0.90, and 0.65.
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component (PC)-based NAO index in DJF (https://climatedataguide.
ucar.edu/climate-data/hurrell-north-atlantic-oscillation-nao-index-pc-
based, accessed 01 August 2014). Clearly, the wintertime dust mass flux
follows the interannual variation of NAO index well. The larger the DJF
NAO index, the larger the dustmassfluxes are. The linear correlation co-
efficient (R) is calculated as 0.80, 0.83, and 0.70 at 15°W, 35°W, and
75°W, respectively. The former two correlations are tested as statistical-
ly significant at the 95% confidence level. For other seasons, we do not
see clear correlation of dust mass flux with the NAO index. Our results
are consistent with that of previous studies showing dominant influ-
ence of NAO during the winter season and in regions not remote to
the sources (Chiapello et al., 2005; Ginoux et al., 2004; Moulin et al.,
1997).

Similarly we examine possible relationship between CALIOP annual
dust mass flux and the prior-year SPI averaged over June–October
(i.e., the rainfall season of 10°–20°N, 20°W–10°E) [http://jisao.
washington.edu/data/sahel/; doi:10.6059/H5MW2F2Q], as shown in
Fig. 14. Clearly the estimated annual dust mass fluxes are highly anti-
correlated with the prior-year SPI, with R2 of 0.59 to 0.86 (all
correlations are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level),
which is consistent with previous studies (Chiapello et al., 2005;
Prospero & Lamb, 2003). We also found that the SPI and annual NAO
index are well anti-correlated with a correlation coefficient R of −0.82
over the period of this study (2007–2013). Thus the dust mass flux is
also positively correlatedwith the prior-yearNAO index butwith smaller
correlation coefficients, with R2 of 0.50, 0.24, and 0.79 at 15°W, 35°W,
and 75°W, respectively. On a seasonal basis, the dust mass fluxes in
DJF, MAM, and JJA are also anti-correlated with the prior-year SPI but
positively correlated with the prior-year NAO, as shown in Table 3. In
some seasons and locations, the correlation is statistically significant at
the 95% confidence level. On the other hand, the dust mass flux in SON
has no consistent anti-correlation or correlationwith the climate indices.

Finally, we investigate a possible link between the satellite-derived
dust mass fluxes and surface dust concentrations measured at an island
site. Surface dust concentration has been measured at Barbados
(13.17°N, 59.53°W) since 1965 by the University of Miami (Prospero,
1999; Prospero& Lamb, 2003). This longest dust recordhas beenused ex-
tensively to understand the transport and impacts of African dust on the

https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/hurrell-north-atlantic-oscillation-nao-index-pc-based
https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/hurrell-north-atlantic-oscillation-nao-index-pc-based
https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/hurrell-north-atlantic-oscillation-nao-index-pc-based
http://jisao.washington.edu/data/sahel/
http://jisao.washington.edu/data/sahel/


(a) 15 W (d) 15 W

(b) 35 W (e) 35 W

(c) 75 W (f) 75 W

Fig. 11. Dust mass flux (Tg) integrated over 10°S–30°N (left panels) and its meridional distribution (right panels) at the cross section of (a, d) 15°W, (b, e) 35°W, and (c, f) 75°W derived
from CALIOP observations for the LDF scenario. Seasonal distinction is reflected by the color of the stacked bar. In the right panels, a stacked bar represents the 7-yearmean dust flux, while
the error bar indicates the range of annual flux over the 7 years.
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Caribbean Sea (e.g., Chiapello et al., 2005; Chin et al., 2014; Prospero &
Lamb, 2003; Prospero et al., 2005, 2014). Fig. 15 shows a comparative
analysis of seasonal mean dust concentration (μg m−3) near the surface
of Barbados and CALIOP dust mass flux (Tg per season) in the LDF and
UDF scenarios from 2007 to 2011 (Barbados dust measurements after
2011 were not available when this study was performed). The CALIOP
dust mass flux was calculated upwind of Barbados at the cross section
of 50°W and integrated over the 8°N–18°N segment. A major difference
shown in Fig. 15(a) is that while surface dust concentrations in MAM
and JJA 2010 were among the highest over the 5-year period, CALIOP
estimated dust flux has the highest value in JJA 2007. Overall the
CALIOP estimated dust mass flux upwind of Barbados shows a linear cor-
relation with the surface dust concentration on a seasonal basis, with R2

of 0.66 and 0.70 for the LDF and UDF scenarios, respectively (Fig. 15(b)).
Table 1
The 7-year average of annual dustmass flux (Tg) in the zonal direction integrated over the
10°S–30°N latitudinal strip and seasonal contributions (%) derived from the CALIOP LDF
scenario. Numbers in parentheses represent the range over the 7-year period.

Cross
section

Annual flux
(Tg)

Seasonal contribution (%)

DJF MAM JJA SON

15°W 156 (112–196) 23 (13–32) 21 (12–36) 46 (37–55) 10 (4–15)
35°W 100 (79–135) 23 (13–27) 27 (17–41) 38 (30–43) 12 (6–18)
75°W 29 (19–35) 11 (9–13) 16 (9–22) 61 (55–72) 12 (7–16)
3.3. Comparisons of CALIOP and MODIS estimates of dust mass flux

How are the CALIOP-based dust flux estimates compared with the
MODIS estimate as given in Kaufman et al. (2005)? Table 4 compares
the CALIOP-based estimates of integrated dust mass flux over
10°S–30°N and the dust transport efficiency with that from the MODIS
estimate (Kaufman et al., 2005). At 15°W and 75°W cross sections, the
MODIS-based dust flux is within the range of the CALIOP–UDF estimate
but significantly higher than the CALIOP–LDF estimate. At the cross sec-
tion of 35°W, theMODIS estimate falls in between the CALIOP–LDF and
CALIOP–UDF estimates. Because of the large interannual variation of
dust mass flux, CALIOP–MODIS comparisons need to factor in the inter-
annual variations. As shown earlier (e.g., Fig. 14), the dust mass fluxes
are anti-correlated with the prior-year SPI. We found that SPI for 2000
(−1.25cmmonth−1) is comparable to thatof2006(−0.9 cmmonth−1)
and 2007 (−1.29 cmmonth−1). It is anticipated that the dust mass flux
for 2001 would be comparable to the estimates for 2007 and 2008, the
upper bound of the 7-year CALIOP estimates. If such interannual varia-
tion is taken into account, the MODIS dust flux agrees well with
CALIOP LDF estimate at 15°W and 35°W, but with CALIOP UDF estimate
at 75°W. Table 4 also gives the comparison between the CALIOP and
MODIS-based dust transport efficiencies, which is defined in the eastern
tropical Atlantic as the ratio of the 10°S–30°N integrated seasonal dust
mass flux (in the zonal direction) at 35°W to that at 15°W; and defined
in thewestern tropical Atlantic as the seasonal flux ratio between 75°W



Table 2
Comparison of CALIOP annual dustmassflux (Tg) integrated over the 10°S–30°N latitudinal strip for the LDF scenario (FLDF), UDF scenario (FUDF), and an average of LDF andUDFflux (FAVE)
at the three longitudinal cross sections. The relative uncertainty (RU) is calculated as (FUDF− FLDF) / (FUDF + FLDF), which is considered to be a measure of uncertainty associatedwith the
dust and non-dust separation scheme used in this study.

Cross-section Flux or RU 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2007–2013 average

15°W FLDF (Tg) 195.9 190.7 129.3 140.5 111.5 185.9 135.5 155.6
FUDF (Tg) 257.3 252.6 176.4 192.1 153.9 243.9 185.2 208.8
FAVE (Tg) 226.6 221.7 152.9 166.3 132.7 214.9 160.4 182.2
RU (%) 13.5 14.0 15.4 15.5 16.0 13.5 15.5 14.6

35°W FLDF (Tg) 134.8 100.8 83.4 101.8 78.8 114.8 85.3 99.9
FUDF (Tg) 215.5 164.4 141.3 161.0 132.2 188.3 142.3 163.6
FAVE (Tg) 175.2 132.6 112.4 131.4 105.5 151.6 113.8 131.8
RU (%) 23.0 24.0 25.8 22.5 25.3 24.2 25.0 24.2

75°W FLDF (Tg) 32.1 31.9 25.7 29.6 18.5 34.5 29.9 28.5
FUDF (Tg) 64.9 63.1 55.2 59.5 38.3 67.4 54.5 57.6
FAVE (Tg) 48.5 47.5 40.5 44.6 28.4 51.0 42.2 43.1
RU (%) 33.8 32.8 36.5 33.6 34.9 32.3 29.1 33.8
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and 35°W. Thus the transport efficiency measures the rate of dust loss
during the transport via dry and wet removal and themeridional trans-
port. The smaller the transport efficiency, themore the loss of dust is. As
shown in Table 4, in the eastern tropical Atlantic (15°W–35°W), the
MODIS dust transport efficiency of 0.54 is lower than the CALIOP esti-
mates of 0.68 and 0.83 for the LDF and UDF scenarios, respectively. In
the western tropical Atlantic (35°W–75°W), on the other hand, the
MODIS estimate of 0.46 is higher than the CALIOP estimates of 0.28
and 0.35 for the LDF and UDF scenarios, respectively. For the whole
tropical Atlantic, the MODIS-based transport efficiency of 0.25 falls
within the range of the CALIOP–LDF and CALIOP–UDF estimates.

Larger CALIOP–MODIS differences exist in the meridional distribu-
tion of the dust mass flux, as shown in Fig. 16. Near the source region
(at 15°W), the MODIS flux shows a factor of 3 difference between the
10°–20°N and 0°–10°N strip. Such difference is reduced to 30–50% for
the CALIOP flux. The MODIS flux is close to the largest CALIOP flux in
the UDF scenario in 10°–20°N, while in 0°–10°N the MODIS flux is
close to the 7-year average of CALIOP flux in the LDF scenario. At
35°W, the MODIS flux falls in between the CALIOP LDF and UDF esti-
mates, and is closer to the CALIOP LDF estimate. In the further remote
regions (at 75°W), in both 10°–20°N and 0°–10°N the MODIS flux is
close to the highest CALIOP flux among the 7 years in the UDF scenario.
Kaufman et al. (2005) estimated that the net zonal dust flux of 50 Tg in
the region of (20°S–10°N, 35°W–75°W), which has been used as an
approximate for the dust deposition into the Amazon Basin. In compar-
ison, the CALIOP corresponding estimate ranges from 40 (for the LDF
Fig. 12. The 7-year mean vertical profiles of annual dust flux (Tg km−1) integrated over 10°S–
cross sections. Seasonal contributions are marked with different colors.
scenario) to 66 Tg a−1 (for the UDF scenario). This suggests that the
MODIS estimate agrees well with the CALIOP estimates. However, we
caution that using such estimated net zonal dust flux to represent the
dust deposition in the Amazon Basin may complicate comparisons be-
tween measurements and measurements, and between measurements
and model simulations (e.g., Bristow, Hudson-Edwards, & Chappell,
2010; Kaufman et al., 2005; Ridley et al., 2012). Careful attention should
be exercisedwhen interpreting the documented discrepancies in the lit-
erature and discussing their important implications for the biogeo-
chemical cycles in the Amazon. A separate paper will be devoted to
focus on this issue in terms of potential contribution from meridional
transport and geographical definition of the Amazon Basin.

4. Discussion

4.1. Contribution of above-cloud aerosol measurements

The CALIOP capability of detecting aerosols above the low-level
clouds offers a possibility of evaluating uncertainty associated with the
use of passive remote sensing of cloud-free aerosols to calculate aerosol
mass fluxes as assumed in previous studies (Kaufman et al., 2005; Yu
et al., 2008; Yu, Remer et al., 2012). Table 5 lists the 7-year average
and range of clear-sky to all-sky ratio for the 10°S–30°N integrated sea-
sonal dustmass flux (FCSA/FALL). FALL is theweighted average of FCSA and
FACA with the respective fraction of sky condition (Eq. 4), assuming that
aerosol below low-level clouds is zero in the ACA condition. It shows
30°N and averaged between LDF and UDF estimates at (a) 15°W, (b) 35°W, and (c) 75°W



Fig. 13. Interannual variations of DJF NAO index and CALIOP 10°S–30°N integrated DJF
dust mass flux at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W in the LDF scenario, which shows that the win-
tertime dust mass flux is positively correlated with the DJF NAO index, with a correlation
coefficient R of 0.80, 0.83, and 0.70 at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W, respectively. The former two
correlations are tested as statistically significant at the 95% confidence level, while the
latter correlation is statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.

Table 3
Correlation coefficient (R) of seasonal dustmassflux at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°Wwith prior-
year SPI and NAO index. The bold number indicates that the correlation is statistically
significant at a confidence level of 95%.

Climate index Season 15°W 35°W 75°W

Prior-year SPI DJF −0.697 −0.702 −0.938
MAM −0.745 −0.587 −0.808
JJA −0.812 −0.904 −0.719
SON +0.169 +0.137 −0.245

Prior-year NAO DJF +0.428 +0.590 +0.779
MAM +0.480 +0.293 +0.614
JJA +0.899 +0.731 +0.856
SON −0.226 −0.241 +0.152
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that the FCSA/FALL depends on region, season, and year. At the cross sec-
tion of 15°W, the ratio is generally close to 1. At the cross section of
35°W and 75°W, the FCSA/FALL ratio is relatively large, particularly in
DJF and MAM. On the basis of the 7-year average, the largest FCSA/FALL
ratio is 1.23 in DJF, suggesting a high bias of 23% in the estimated dust
mass flux resulting from the use of clear-sky aerosol measurements
only. In one particular year (2009), the high bias can be asmuch as 42%.

In the above estimates CALIOP nighttime CSA and ACA fraction (fCSA
and fACA, respectively) are used, which neglects possible diurnal varia-
tions of clouds in the region. A full characterization of such diurnal vari-
ations requires measurements from geostationary satellites, which is
beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless we examine the sensitivity
of FCSA/FALL ratio to fACA by halving and doubling the value of fACA (when
doubling fACA is greater than 1, it is set at 1). As shown in Fig. 17 for the

relative difference of flux DF DF ¼ FCSA−FALL
FALL

� 100%
� �

, doubling fACA

yields a substantial increase of DF in DJF and MAM at the cross section
of 35°W and 75°W, with the 7-year average DF of 42–62%. We thus an-
ticipate that in the case of significant diurnal variations of fCSA and fACA
the use of cloud-free measurements could introduce significant uncer-
tainties to the dust flux estimate. However, a caveat is that we do not
have below-cloud aerosolmeasurements to give amore certain estimate
Fig. 14.Anti-correlation of CALIOP LDF 10°S–30°N integrated annual dustmass flux (Tg) at
15°W, 35°W, and 75°Wwith previous-year SPI (cmmonth−1). The linear fit is shown as a
dotted line with R2 denoted (R is linear correlation coefficient). The correlations at 15°W
and 75°W are tested as statistically significant at the 99% confidence level, while that at
35°W is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
of bias associated with using clear-sky aerosols. Ground-based lidars can
detect aerosols below low-level clouds, which may complement CALIOP
in assessing cloudy-sky aerosol profiles in a full column. The above esti-
mated clear-sky to all sky flux ratio or DF can be considered as an upper
bound for the potential bias of using clear-sky aerosol measurements
only.

4.2. Differences in dust fluxes between using daytime and nighttime
observations

We have used CALIOP nighttime observations to calculate the dust
mass flux, because of the high quality of the nighttime data. An implicit
assumption is that a CALIOP-observed aerosol profile at night is a good
representative of the daily average. In source regions the day-night
contrasts in wind, turbulent mixing, and convection could lead to pro-
nounced differences in dust AOD and vertical distribution. However
we believe that in the transported regions the diurnal variation of dust
loading and vertical profile would be insignificant. This assumption is
at least partially corroborated by previous studies of examining the
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Fig. 15. (a) Comparison of surface dust concentration (green, μg m−3) observed at
Barbados (13°N, 60°W) with CALIOP estimated upwind seasonal-mean dust mass flux
(Tg) in the LDF (blue) and UDF (red) scenarios; (b) correlation of CALIOP dust mass flux
with surface dust concentration on a seasonal basis, with R2 noted (R is linear correlation
coefficient). The CALIOP dust mass flux upwind of Barbados was calculated at the longitu-
dinal cross section of 50°W and integrated over the 8°N–18°N segment.



Table 4
Comparison of annual dust mass flux integrated over the 10°S–30°N strip (unit: Tg) and dust transport efficiency (unitless, see text for definition) during the cross-Atlantic transport be-
tween CALIOP-based estimates (in the LDF and UDF scenarios) and MODIS-based estimate. The 7-year average is shown in bold, with the range listed in the parenthesis.

Method 10°S–30°N integrated flux (Tg) Transport efficiency

15°W 35°W 75°W 35°W/15°W 75°W /35°W 75°W/15°W

CALIOP LDF 156 (103–214) 100 (76–136) 29 (17–37) 0.68 (0.55–0.76) 0.28 (0.23–0.31) 0.19 (0.17–0.22)
CALIOP UDF 209 (144–282) 164 (129–217) 58 (34–73) 0.83 (0.68–0.89) 0.35 (0.28–0.38) 0.29 (0.25–0.32)
MODIS 233 126 58 0.54 0.46 0.25
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daytime variation of AOD. Smirnov et al. (2002) analyzed multiyear
AERONET AOD measurements and found that the average variation
from the daytime mean AOD is only about ±3% at Cape Verde, which
is smaller than the ±10% over the source region (Ilorin, Nigeria).
Zhang et al. (2012) did similar analysis at La Parguera and found that
the average variation from the daytime mean AOD is within ±5%.

Diurnal variation of dust vertical profile and its influence on the dust
mass flux estimate have not been assessed. Here we use CALIOP day-
time and nighttime measurements in 2012 to perform a comparative
analysis. The same dust and non-dust separation schemes and dust
(a) 15 W

(b) 35 W

(c) 75 W

Fig. 16. Comparisons of annual dust mass flux (Tg) between the MODIS estimate (blue,
taken from Kaufman et al., 2005) and CALIOP estimates under the LDF (red) and UDF
(green) scenario (with wide-bar representing the 7-year average and error-bar denoting
the range over the 7 years) at the cross-section of (a) 15°W, and (b) 35°W, and (c) 75°W.
flux calculations as described earlier are applied to CALIOP daytime
and nighttime data. Fig. 18 shows a comparison of dust mass fluxes cal-
culated with the daytime data with those using the nighttime data for
2012. The daytime-to-nighttime ratios of dust flux are listed in
Table 6. Clearly the day–night difference in the dust mass flux depends
on region and season. Near the African coast and in JJA, the dust mass
flux estimated with the daytime data is 24% lower than the estimate
with the nighttime data. In all other locations and seasons, the dust
massflux estimated from thedaytimedata is higher than that estimated
from the nighttime data. Generally, the daytime-to-nighttime ratio is
higher at locations far away from the source region than near the
coast. On an annual average basis, the daytime-based dust flux is only
about 4% lower than the nighttime-based dust flux at 15°W. On the
other hand, the daytime-based dust flux is 53% and 71% higher than
the nighttime-based estimate at 35°W and 75°W, respectively. Howev-
er, we cannot attribute the examined differences shown here to mean-
ingful physical processes, because of the difference in quality of CALIOP
daytime and nighttime data. The CALIOP daytime data are subjected to
larger uncertainties than the nighttime data (Winker et al., 2009).
Because of the interference of sunlight, both aerosol extinction and
depolarization measurements in daytime become more uncertain,
whichwill affect the estimates of dust extinction andmass flux profiles.

4.3. Estimated uncertainties in the dust mass flux

The estimated dust mass fluxes are subjected to a range of uncer-
tainties associated with the CALIOP observation itself and assumptions
made in this study. Table 7 summarizes various sources of uncertainties,
which are discussed in detail in the following.

It has been documented in rigorous (collocated and simultaneous
sampling) validations against AERONET measurements that CALIOP
daytime clear-sky measurements tend to underestimate AOD in the
dusty regions by about 30% (e.g., Omar et al., 2013; Schuster et al.,
2012). Most recently, Liu et al. (2014) compared CALIOP operational
above-cloud AOD in nighttime with a more accurate retrieval using
opaque water clouds as reference (Hu, 2007). They found that on a
basis of a 6-year average, CALIOP operational above-cloud AOD in the
dust outflow region was underestimated by ~26%, due primarily to
the use of a too small dust lidar ratio and to a lesser degree to the mis-
identification of the dust layer base. We assume that CALIOP nighttime
AOD for both CSA and ACA in the region is underestimated by 30%. This
low bias of DOD yields a 30% underestimate of dust mass flux. Although
the magnitude of aerosol extinction coefficient or AOD can be biased
high or low, the CALIOP observed shape of aerosol vertical profile is
Table 5
The 7-year average (the 7-year range in parentheses) of clear-sky (FCLR) to all-sky (FALL)
ratio for the 10°S–30°N integrated seasonal dust mass flux. FALL is the weighted average
of FCLR and FACAwith the respective fraction (Eq. 4), assuming that aerosol below low-level
clouds is zero in the ACA condition. These ratios are derived from the LDF scenario, but
they are very similar in the UDF scenario.

Season DJF MAM JJA SON

15°W 1.05 (1.00–1.08) 0.99 (0.94–1.02) 0.98 (0.96–1.01) 1.12 (1.03–1.18)
35°W 1.23 (1.17–1.42) 1.20 (1.13–1.29) 1.14 (1.09–1.21) 1.10 (1.07–1.14)
75°W 1.22 (1.17–1.26) 1.18 (1.13–1.22) 1.06 (1.04–1.09) 1.12 (1.10–1.14)
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Fig. 17. Sensitivity of DF DF ¼ FCSA−FALL
FALL

� 100%
� �

to ACA fraction (f) at the cross section of

15°W (a), 35°W (b), and 75°W (c), respectively. At 35°W, the upper bound of DF in DJF for
the 2.0 × f case (green error bar) is 142%, beyond the maximum of the y-axis.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of 10°S–30°N integrated dust mass fluxes using CALIOP daytime
(Day) and nighttime (Night) measurements for 2012. The stacked color bar shows the av-
erage of LDF andUDF estimatedfluxeswith seasonal distinction. The black error bar shows
the range of annual dust mass flux in the LDF and UDF scenarios. It is important to note
that the day-night difference in dust flux cannot be simply attributed to physical process-
es, because the daytime data are subjected to larger uncertainties than the nighttime data.

Table 6
Daytime-to-nighttime ratio for the dust mass flux (an average of estimates in the LDF and
UDF scenarios) integrated over 10°S–30°N in 2012.

Cross section DJF MAM JJA SON Annual

15°W 1.14 1.07 0.76 1.17 0.96
35°W 1.86 1.23 1.35 2.38 1.53
75°W 2.59 1.83 1.46 1.86 1.71
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fairly representative (Winker et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2010). Here we as-
sume that uncertainty associated with the vertical profile is ±10% for
the dust mass flux estimate.

Separating dust from non-dust aerosols with the depolarization
measurement constitutes an important source of uncertainty in the es-
timated dust mass flux. As discussed earlier, we have used two sets of
characteristic depolarization thresholds for dust and non-dust aerosols
(denoted as LDF and UDF) to represent the lower- and upper-bound es-
timate of dust extinction and mass flux. If we take the average of LDF
and UDF estimates as the best estimate of dust mass flux, the relative
uncertainty associated with the dust and non-dust separation scheme
is ±15%, ±24%, and ±34% at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W, respectively, on
a basis of the 2007–2013 average (see RU values in Table 2). Interannual
variation of this type of uncertainty appears to be small.

In the estimate of dust mass flux, dust MEE of 0.37m2 g−1 is used to
convert dust extinction coefficient at 532 nm to mass concentration, to
be consistent with that used by Kaufman et al. (2005). This MEE value
was selected based on observed particle size distributions with an as-
sumption of dust density (Haywood et al., 2003; Maring, Savoie,
Izaguirre, Custals, & Reid, 2003). While this value of MEE is consistent
with an old database for transported dust in the free troposphere
(Hess, Koepke, & Schult, 1998), it is smaller than some recent observa-
tions of Saharan dust. Chen et al. (2011) derived dust MEE of
1.1 m2 g−1 based on airborne measurements of extinction and volume
distribution for Saharan dust layers sampled largely over the Sahara
Air Layer over the eastern North Atlantic Ocean. This estimate is biased
high because of the low inlet sampling efficiency for particles greater
than 4 μm (Chen et al., 2011). Ansmann et al. (2012) summarized
several recent observation-based estimates of MEE for Saharan
dust. Outside the source regions, the dust MEE falls into a range of
0.45–0.70 m2 g−1, with an average of 0.53 m2 g−1. The average MEE
of 0.53 m2 g−1 is greater than the 0.37 m2 g−1 by 43%. For a given
dust extinction, the dust mass is inversely proportional to MEE. Thus if
the MEE of 0.53 m2 g−1 is used for dust, the aforementioned dust
mass flux will be reduced by 30%. This high bias of ~30% associated
with dust MEE is largely compensated by the low bias resulting from
AOD underestimate as discussed earlier.

During the trans-Atlantic transport, dust size distribution and hence
MEE may change. In this study we have also assumed that dust MEE
does not change during the course of trans-Atlantic transport. Some ob-
servations have shown that dust MEE increases by about 15% from the
African coast to the Caribbean (Chen et al., 2011;Maring et al., 2003), al-
though more measurements are needed to further assess the evolution
of dust properties during the long-range transport (Formenti et al.,
2011; Mahowald et al., 2014). Here we assume that the assumption of
constant dust size distribution during the trans-Atlantic transport
would cause an uncertainty of ±15% in the dust mass flux.

By cumulating the individual known uncertainties discussed above,
we estimate that the overall known uncertainty in the estimated dust
mass flux is ±(45–70)% (see Table 7), with the lower uncertainty near
the African coast and higher uncertainty in the Caribbean Sea. We
note that additional uncertainty may arise from the missing below-
cloud aerosols in the CALIOP measurements, the use of nighttime data
only, and CALIOP limited spatial sampling. However, such uncertainty
cannot be robustly assessed because of lack of observations and incon-
sistent data quality of CALIOP daytime and nighttime measurements.



Table 7
Summary of major sources of uncertainty in the estimated dust mass flux. f represents uncertainty factor, with a value of 1 indicating zero uncertainty. The overall uncertainty factor is
calculated as a product of individual f values.

Uncertainty source Estimated relative uncertainty Notes

CALIOP AOD −30% (biased low)
(f = 0.70)

Schuster et al. (2012), Omar et al. (2013), Liu et al. (2014)

CALIOP vertical profile shape ±10%
(f = 1.10)

Winker et al. (2009), Yu et al. (2010)

CALIOP dust and non-dust separation ± (15–34)%
(f = 1.15–1.34)

Estimated according to the LDF and UDF scenarios (Table 2); lower uncertainty near the source and
higher uncertainty far away from the source (in Caribbean)

Dust MEE +30% (biased high)
(f = 1.30)

Chen et al. (2011), Ansmann et al. (2012)

Unchanged dust size distribution ±15%
(f = 1.15)

Maring et al. (2003), Chen et al. (2011)

Missing of below-cloud aerosols Unknown No observations are available to assess, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Use of nighttime data only Unknown CALIOP nighttime data are more accurate than daytime data. Because of their different data

qualities, it is impossible to associate any examined day-night difference (Section 4.2) with physical
processes.

Overall known uncertainty ±(45–70)%
(f = 1.45–1.70)

By cumulating all known uncertainties listed above
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5. Conclusions

Quantifying the transport of dust from source to remote regions is
essential to understanding a variety of far-reaching impacts of dust on
human and ecosystem health, the terrestrial and oceanic biogeochemi-
cal cycles, and weather and climate. This task can only be accomplished
with satellite measurements that provide routine sampling of aerosols
in the troposphere and stratosphere over a hemispheric or global
scale. In this study we have taken advantage of the 7-year (2007–
2013) record of CALIPSO lidar observations of the three-dimensional
distribution of aerosols in both clear and cloudy conditions to address
several assumptions associated with the previous MODIS-based esti-
mate (Kaufman et al., 2005). We have provided an independent, multi-
year estimate of trans-Atlantic dust transport in the zonal direction
based on the CALIOP observations. Specifically, CALIOP observations of
aerosol extinction were partitioned into dust and non-dust aerosols
based on observed depolarization ratios with a priori knowledge of
characteristic depolarization ratios for dust and non-dust aerosols. For
the first time both cloud-free and above-cloud aerosol profiles have
been used to estimate the vertically resolved dust mass flux in all sky
conditions.

We estimated that on the basis of the 7-year average and an integra-
tion over the 10°S–30°N latitudinal strip, 182 Tg a−1 dust is transported
to 15°W near the coast of North Africa, of which 132 Tg a−1 and
43 Tg a−1 reaches 35°W and 75°W, respectively. These fluxes represent
the best estimate of dust mass fluxes by averaging results from the
upper-bound dust fraction (UDF) and lower-bound dust fraction (LDF)
scenarios. The estimated dustmass fluxes have an overall knownuncer-
tainty of ±(45–70)%, resulting from uncertainties/biases associated
with CALIOP AOD and vertical profile, the dust and non-dust separation
schemes, and dust mass extinction efficiency assumptions. Because of
the lack of reliable observations, uncertainties associated with the
diurnal variation of dust, themissing below-cloud dust, and CALIOP lim-
ited spatial sampling cannot be quantified.

The MODIS-based dust flux estimates (Kaufman et al., 2005)
integrated over the 10°S–30°N generally agree well with the CALIOP-
based estimates. At 35°W, the MODIS-based estimate of 126 Tg a−1 is
close to the best estimate of 132 Tg a−1 from CALIOP observations. At
the cross section of 15°W and 75°W, the MODIS-estimated dust flux of
233 and 58 Tg a−1 respectively agrees well with the CALIOP upper-
bound estimate. On the other hand, larger differences are observed in
the meridional distribution of dust zonal flux between CALIOP and
MODIS. For example, at the 15°W cross section the MODIS flux in
10°–20°N ismore than a factor of 3 larger than that in 0°–10°N. However,
such meridional difference is only 30–50% for the CALIOP flux.

The trans-Atlantic dust transport shows significant seasonal varia-
tions. The dust mass flux is the highest in summer and the lowest in
fall. There is seasonal shift in meridional distribution of dust transport,
which is largely controlled by the advance and retreat of the ITCZ. In
winter and spring, dust transport shifts southward to 0°–10°N and af-
fects South America significantly. In summer, the dust transport occurs
predominantly at 10°–20°N and affects the Caribbean Sea substantially.
CALIOP's unique observations of dust vertical profiles reveal that the rel-
ative contributions of dustmass flux fromdifferent seasons changewith
altitude. At 15°W and 35°W, the annual dust mass flux is dominated by
contributions from DJF andMAM at altitudes lower than 2–3 km, but in
JJA the dust transport occurs at higher altitudes. Dust mass flux occurs
above 4 km only in JJA. At 75°W, the dust mass flux is consistently
higher in JJA than other seasons at all altitudes.

The dust mass flux also shows large interannual variations, with the
year-to-year variation up to 86% in the period of 2007–2013. We
showed that the interannual variations are associated with large-scale
circulations as represented by the NAO index and Sahel Precipitation
Index (SPI). In the winter season, the dust mass flux is positively corre-
latedwith thewinter NAO index, with a correlation coefficient R of 0.80,
0.83, and 0.70 at 15°W, 35°W, and 75°W, respectively. The annual dust
mass fluxes at all the three longitudinal cross-sections are highly anti-
correlated with prior-year SPI with respective R2 of 0.86, 0.59, and
0.82, suggesting that the prior-year SPI may be a good indicator for
the trans-Atlantic dust transport.

CALIOP's unique capability of profiling above-cloud aerosols (ACA)
allows us for the first time to examine potential bias associated with
the use of only clear-sky aerosol (CSA) measurements in calculating
the dust mass flux. We found that the use of CSA observation only
would introduce an overestimate of about 20% in the Northern Hemi-
sphere winter and spring at the 35°W and 75°W cross sections, based
on the 7-year average. In one particular year, the overestimate was as
high as 42%. On the other hand, the corresponding difference at 15°W
is relatively small (generally within 10%). However, these assessments
are limited by CALIOP's inability to detect aerosols below low-level
clouds and the use of CALIOP ACA fraction at nighttime. Future analysis
with ground-based lidars for quantifying the below-cloud aerosol and
full characterization of diurnal variations of the ACA fraction could
provide deeper insight.
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